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(+1)5196018448,(+1)5196012448 -
http://www.urbanspoon.com/r/242/1775992/restaurant/ontario/chi-hi-vietnamese-
restaurant-london

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Chi-Hi Vietnamese Restaurant from London. Currently,
there are 21 menus and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Chi-Hi Vietnamese
Restaurant:

We wanted something vegetarian or vegan and the menu has ample offerings. Service was fast and efficient. We
had so much food, we had to take out half of it. Highly recommend this little gem! read more. As a visitor, you can
use the WiFi of the place free of charge, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat

and drink. The rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or
physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Chi-Hi Vietnamese Restaurant:

Two couples for dinner and to be fair, only tried 2 main dishes and two appetizers: Have tried probably a dozen
Viet/Thai restaurants in London and would rate our experience as just average. The pad thai tasted exactly the

same as the Sinapore noodle mains. In fact I would swear it was the dish same over different noodles. The
shrimp were overcooked, dry, hard, and the pork slices were as tough as leather. We also tr... read more. A visit
to Chi-Hi Vietnamese Restaurant is particularly valuable due to the large diversity of coffee and tea specialties,
on the daily specials there are also a lot of Asian dishes. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of

Chi-Hi Vietnamese Restaurant. Anyone who finds the usual and generally known menus too ordinary should
approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients consume, delectable

vegetarian dishes are also in the menu available.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Noodle�
SINGAPORE NOODLES

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Noodl� Soup
BEEF NOODLE SOUP

Ho� drink�
TEA

Bul� Mea� B� �� Poun�
BRISKET

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

GLUTEN FREE

VEGAN

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

TOFU

CHILI

BEEF

SHRIMP

PORK MEAT

TRAVEL
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